Abstract
Introduction
Visualisation of data against time in the form of timeseries is perhaps the world's oldest, and most frequently used form of visualisation. As Tufte [19] points out . . . the natural ordering of the time scale gives this design a strength and efficiency found in no other graphic arrangements.
Time-series graphs have been widely used since the late 1700's, and their use has ranged from visualisation of mathematical and statistical data to train timetables, travel itineraries [13, 12] and even movement of various types of animals [19] . In more recent years a variation of timeseries, in the form of timelines, has become the basis for visualisation of multiple, parallel data streams mapped onto a time axis. Its intuitiveness and the fact that it facilitates individuation and comparison of events make timeline visualisations particularly useful for viewing multimedia data. Therefore, it is not surprising that media production applications such as Adobe Premiere TM [15] , Macromedia Director TM [4] and others use timelines to support user interaction with time-based data. Other designs that use parallel-stream timelines include the well-known Gantt charts [7] , which were originally developed for visualisation of project time management, time browsers [3] and LifeLines for visualisation of patient records [14] , and interactive time bars for visualisation of audio [5] and recorded multimedia meeting contents [16, 11, 18] .
One of the advantages of the time-series graphs, and therefore timelines, is their effectiveness in supporting visualisation of large amounts of data over long periods of time. Another strength of this type of graph is that they support viewing of the same data at different levels of detail. This makes timelines particularly attractive for interactive computer applications, since they allow the user to zoom into or out of the displayed data and are suitable for transformation by context+detail distortion techniques [6] . This feature of timeline visualisations is particularly important in the case of small devices such as mobile phones and PDAs, where screen real-estate is at a premium [11, 12, 1] .
When conventional timeline graphs are used to visualise multiple data streams it is necessary to allocate parts of the graph (often in the form of parallel strips along the time axis) to individual data streams. In a timeline visualisation of the recorded multimedia meeting data, for instance, there are usually several data streams (e.g. audio, video, text) to be plotted for each of the meeting participants displayed in parallel with the time axis for the duration of the meeting [16, 10, 18] . This space requirement limits the usefulness of the standard timeline visualisation on small displays (e.g. on mobile devices) when the number of multiple data streams increases to more than a few.
In visual terms, the main tasks users perform when using a standard timeline representation of parallel streams are: to detect intervals containing overlapping events and concurrency by lining up the horizontal bars along the vertical axis, to estimate duration by assessing the widths of those bars, and to detect inactivity intervals by identifying blank regions on the chart. These visual tasks can be regarded as variants of a basic alignment task which the human visual system happens to be particularly good at, exhibiting in fact what has been termed visual hyperacuity [22] . However, visual sensitivity to spacial alignment decreases as the distance between the targets increases [21] . This is specially the case of standard timeline representations of parallel media streams, where alignment often needs to be recognised across several parallel lines. This paper presents a visualisation design which supports visual hyperacuity by minimising the distance between the streams on the graph, depicting them as a temporal mosaic. Temporal mosaics have been successfully employed to display multimedia recorded meeting data with a greater number of participants than would be possible using the standard timeline, over the same amount of display space [11] . An empirical user evaluation comparing the two types of timeline visualisations clearly shows many advantages of the temporal mosaic method.
The paper is structured as follows. In the next section we introduce the main design concepts of Temporal Mosaic, motivating them through an example from visualisation of multimedia meeting records and contrasting them with those of standard timeline visualisation. In section 2.1 we describe an efficient algorithm for drawing temporal mosaics and illustrate its application. Section 3 describes an experiment designed to compare user performance on a range of visual tasks when using temporal mosaics and standard timelines, and presents the results and statistical analysis of the experiment. The paper closes with a discussion of the prospects of temporal mosaics as a visualisation technique, suggestions of potential applications, and general conclusions.
The Temporal Mosaic
As we have seen, most interfaces for visualisation of parallel streams of time-based activities, such as speech and video sequences, adopt a timeline metaphor in which events are depicted as horizontal (or, less commonly, vertical) bars stretching along a temporal axis. We henceforth refer to this visualisation style as standard timeline visualisation. A typical example of standard timeline visualisation is the depiction of speech, text editing, and other events in meeting browsers [20, 16] . Figure 1 illustrates this technique by representing a period of communication between four users over two media: audio and text.
It can be readily verified in Figure 1 that standard timelines tend to require a considerable amount of space since inactivity intervals for each stream need to be represented as blank areas. The graph grows vertically with the number of streams, potentially impairing the user's ability to recognise concurrent events (across streams) and exclusively inactive intervals. For certain tasks, such as browsing of meeting recordings, being able to recognise and locate these kinds of events can be crucial [2] . The temporal mosaic was initially developed to address these issues.
Temporal mosaics allocate space proportionally so as to show the contributions of each participant to each stream interval. Thus a single horizontal bar is required per stream. Figure 2 depicts the same interval as shown in Figure 1 as a temporal mosaic. The top bar represents speech. Rectangles that stretch through the entire height of the bar represent speech from a single source (speaker) and are painted with the colour corresponding to that source. When the floor is shared between two or more speakers during a given interval, the rectangle for that interval is split vertically into rectangles of height inversely proportional to the number of contributing speakers. The mosaic-style visualisation therefore makes better use of screen space by proving a more compact, and arguably more natural representation of silences and text inactivity while preserving the linearity constraints typical of standard timelines. 
Temporal Mosaic Drawing Algorithm
In order to draw a standard timeline or a temporal mosaic we assume that activity intervals have been discretised and encoded as an n × m activity matrix M where each column represents an activity stream. These can be viewed as binary-valued vectors where each element corresponds to a tick of the clock: 1's represent activity and 0's represent inactivity for the atomic interval delimited by a particular tick and the preceding one. The algorithm for drawing standard timelines is straightforward. One needs simply scan each column of M marking pairs of positions which delimit contiguous activity intervals. Each of these pairs represent the x coordinates (left and right corners) of a rectangle to be plotted. The y coordinates (top and bottom corners) are individually assigned from a sequence (1, 2, . . . , m, m + 1) to columns of M . Rectangles corresponding to the first column would thus have as (bottom-left and top-right) coordinates 4-tuples of the form (x l , 1, x r , 2), rectangles for the second column would be plotted at (x l , 3, x r , 4) and so on.
Plotting the temporal mosaic is a somewhat more involved process than drawing standard multi-stream timelines. In the mosaic visualisation, each atomic interval could, in principle, be coloured in 2 n distinct ways, where n is the number of streams to be represented. Since an interval of n concurrent activities will be depicted in the mosaic as n rectangles of equal height, for each interval one needs to know in advance of drawing which streams will be depicted as active. A simple approach to drawing the mosaic could be to test each atomic interval for concurrency and plot as many rectangles of width one as there are active streams. Thus a 12-tick interval consisting of 4 concurrent streams, for instance, would require 48 separate rectangle drawing operations. Multiple drawing operations are however a source of inefficiency which could make plotting of mosaic visualisations impractical for large, fine-grained intervals.
Our implementation employs a more efficient method which is described in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Mosaic drawing.
1 function drawMosaic(M, P) for (j in 1:n) (1, 5, 30, etc) in the stream shown at the bottom, which corresponds to the temporal mosaic representation of these three primary streams. The next step is to retrieve the coordinates for the various rectangles representing the different combinations, which can be done by stepping through the vector of multiples, where the length of each segment of integers greater than 1 corresponds to the width of a rectangular area shared by rectangles whose heights and colours will be determined by the factors of the integer assigned to the segment (lines 16 and 17) . Finally, the individuallycoloured rectangles are drawn at the appropriate heights (lines [18] [19] [20] . 
Comparing Mosaic and Timeline
A user study was conducted to compare the mosaic and timeline methods in visualisation tasks involving information related to recorded multimedia meeting contents. Although this study focused on visualisation of recorded meeting contents, its results are applicable to other uses of the timeline and mosaic visualisations.
Methodology
The study was conducted over the Internet and employed a between-subjects design. The subjects accessed a web page which randomly assigned them to one of the two visualisations (i.e. standard timeline, or temporal mosaic). The subjects were then given a written tutorial on the visualisation to which they had been assigned. This tutorial consisted of a short text which described the form of visualisation to be used, illustrating it with graphs similar to those actually used in the experiment. At the end of this tutorial the subjects were directed to the appropriate visualisation trial. The visualisation test was implemented using a Java WebStart TM application, which presented 26 questions randomly and one at a time to the subjects 1 . For each question once the subject had selected their response from a list of choices, the system recorded the time taken to answer the question, and then presented the subject with a ranking scale of 1 to 7 (1 being easy and 7 being difficult) requesting their rating of the difficulty of the question they had just answered.
The questionnaire used in this study comprised of questions about visualisations containing 4, 8 and 12 streams from recorded collaborations over speech and text [9] by groups of 2, 4 and 6 participants, respectively). Of these, 8 questions referred to the 4-stream visualisation, while the 8-and 12-stream visualisations received 9 questions each. The questions assessed how well the subjects were able to detect the following events 2 :
(e) exclusion: detection of activities performed by a single participant, Table 1 shows examples of the questions used for the 4-stream condition, illustrating each of the above described types.
Thirty subjects took part in this study, half of whom were assigned to each of the two experimental conditions. Ten of the subjects were females and 20 of them males; with 15 being students, 12 academics and 3 others. The age of the subjects ranged from mid-twenties to mid-fifties (15 in 20-29, 7 in 30-39, 4 in 40-49, 4 in 50-59).
Results
The evaluation compared the mosaic and the standard timeline visualisations with respect to accuracy, answer time and perceived difficulty. Accuracy was calculated as the ratio of the number of correct answers to the total number of questions asked per subject. Answer time comparisons considered the average time it took each subject to Mosaic users performed significantly better than standard timeline users both in terms of accuracy and answer time. However, no difference was found with respect to difficulty ratings. The overall results are summarised in Table 2. On average, mosaic users answered questions nearly twice as fast than standard timeline users (Welch Two Sample t-test indicated p < 0.0001 with a 99% confidence interval of 12.7 to 22.3) while getting over 84.1% of the answers right, against a timeline accuracy of 65.9% (p < 0.0001, 99% confidence interval: 10 to 26). Although the difficulty ratings for mosaic were marginally lower than for timeline, this difference was not found to be statistically significant. This is probably due to the fact that, not having seen an alternative visualisation style, individual subjects tended to rate difficulty against other questions within the same visualisation style. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that we found strong correlation between mean ratings and answer times for both mosaic and timeline (Person's product-moment correlation of 0.74 and 0.95, respectively, with p < 0.001). It is interesting to note that the correlation is weaker for mosaic, possibly reflecting the fact that since mosaic users were not familiar with the mosaicstyle visualisation at the beginning they rated the questions less consistently than timeline users. 
Error rates for mosaic and timeline visualisations
The segmentation by number of streams highlights the fact that performance in general degrades as the number of streams increases, though that effect is less acute for subjects using the mosaic visualisations. In fact, answer time hardly varied across the three conditions for these subjects, which attests to the scalability of the temporal mosaic design. Although mosaic outperformed timeline for nearly all question types, the greatest differences were found in detection of inactivity (i), exclusion (e) and single-media concurrence (s).
Error rates ( Figure 5 ) correlate with answer time. Again, the greatest gains for temporal mosaic users in terms of accuracy can be fund in inactivity, exclusion and, to a lesser extent, single-media concurrency detection. In addition, for multiple-media concurrency (m) detection, despite the fact that subjects using the temporal mosaic did not outperform timeline users in terms of answer times, the former were considerably more accurate (17.8% versus 49% error rate, p < 0.002). The only type of question for which timeline users outperformed temporal mosaic users (though by a small margin, not found to be statistically significant) were questions involving assessment of event duration (d) in the 4-stream condition. This is very likely due to some subjects mistakenly assuming direct proportionality between rectangle area and event duration in the mosaic visualisation, when the relation that holds is in fact between event duration and rectangle width.
Another fact worth noting is the discrepancy between the short time it took subjects using the mosaic visualisation to answer questions about single-media concurrence (s) and the relatively high error rates recorded for these responses. Closer inspection of the answer logs suggests that the inaccuracies were caused by failure of some subjects in individuating events in the way intended. If two users wrote at the same time for an uninterrupted interval, that should have counted as a single instance of concurrence event, regardless of whether other users also wrote during a subinterval. However, in cases where a shorter intervention by other users took place, subjects often chose to count the interval as two distinct events. If that is in fact the case, then answer time would be a better indicator of effectiveness for single-media concurrence tasks.
Discussion
The user evaluation has clearly demonstrated the advantages of the temporal mosaic over the standard timeline visualisation, particularly when the number of parallel streams of data increases to more than 4. The results are even more encouraging considering the fact that most of the study participants are likely to have been more familiar with timeline visualisation than the with novel temporal mosaic visualisation.
In cases where screen real-estate is limited (e.g. on mobile phones and PDAs) temporal mosaic visualisation would be more effective as it requires less space than the timeline visualisation for the same number of data streams.
There are also several ways of improving the timeline visualisation itself, if it is preferred over temporal mosaic due to reasons such as the users' familiarity with it. For instance, associating colours to individual media rather than each of the participants in recorded meetings visualisation would make it easier for the user to scan over activities related to a particular medium (e.g. text inactivity, or concurrent speech by two participants). Such variants are an interesting object for further research.
Conclusions
This paper presented a novel technique for visualisation of parallel time-based data streams based on the concept of temporal mosaic. Although mosaic-style visualisations have been used before for visualisation of cross-tabulated data [8] and exploratory data analysis [17] , the temporal mosaic technique proposed in this paper is the first to explore partitioning of the display area to represent concurrency on a time axis. Evaluation showed that temporal mosaic users outperform standard timeline users in most concurrency detection tasks, thus confirming our hypothesis that the more compact mosaic design would favour visual hyperacuity. Although this paper illustrated the technique through an application to recorded meetings, we believe temporal mosaics will find natural applications in a variety of situations involving the display of concurrent events and similar time-based inter-dependencies.
